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Abstract: Due to difficulties in direct measuring of soil erosion by simulated rainfall; at present
research alternative methods consisting of neuro-fuzzy and artificial neural network have been used
for predicting of run off water and splash of soil particles for each run in soils covered with
RECs and bare soils. This study investigates reduction of splash detachment and overland flow of
a clayey soil after covering by different synthetic geotextiles using rainfall simulator and small
flume facilities. The soil sample was taken from an unstable sloping marl hill in Iran. Then, the
data set was divided into two subsets for calibration (80%) and testing (20%) of the models. For
predicting of mentioned parameters, neuro-fuzzy, artificial neural network and multivariate regression
were applied. It is found that the neuro-fuzzy model gives better estimates than the other
techniques. After neuro-fuzzy model, artificial neural network had better accuracy than multivariate
regression for prediction of run off and splash. 
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INTRODUCTION

Stabilization of clayey soils is important in
many environmental management projects such as
those targeted at controlling erosion by wind and
water; reduction in the rate of transportation of
sediment and pollutants by storm water; and
engineering projects related to road construction,
tunnel establishment and mine engineering affairs.

. reported that total sediment flux at any given[32 ]

time is correlated with splash transport in soils
located on unstable hillslopes. Also they claimed
that 80-85 per cent of the soil originating from an
eroded area was first transported into rills by either
rainsplash or wash. Thus controlling of Rainsplash
erosion especially on sloping land can be helpful
for mentioned environmental management projects
above. This means that overland flow and rainsplash
erosion should be minimized throughout the life of
a project, and on occasions when erosion occurs,
devices should be installed to keep suspended
sediment and pollutants on site until the project
area is fully stabilized with vegetation or other
cover. RECS are the most appropriate devices for
hillslope protection . Hence, the immediate[ 2 ]

application of the most effective RECS to steep
slopes has significant potential for mitigating

landscape degradation, reducing non-point source
pollution and aiding in rehabilitation of disturbed
areas. Synthetic Geotextiles are one of the most
commonly used of RECS. Knowledge of run off
and splash is very important for achieving the best
apertures of geotextiles for covering the soil.
Besides, difficulties in direct measuring of these
parameters show the way to use alternative methods
for prediction of them. There are some ways to
model that the most popular and common methods
are multivariate regression, artificial neural network
and neuro-fuzzy. Since the early 1990s, artificial
neural networks’ popularity has been rising and they
are gaining new fields of implementation at a rapid
rate. In general, neural networks may be thought of
as resembling to some extent the biological neural
networks of the human brain. They can analyze
multi-source data sets and are considered as
universal approximators. . has shown that the[11]

standard multi-layer, feed-forward network is able to
approximate any measurable function to any
desirable degree of accuracy. Artificial neural
networks are being successfully used in many areas
closely related to soil erosion .[18]

The fuzzy logic approach is based on the

linguistic uncertain expression rather than numerical

uncertainty. It is an artificial intelligence technique
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that has been used currently in hydrological

processes . proposed the fuzzy logic approach to[31]

describe complicated systems, it has become popular

and been successfully used in various engineering

prob lems, especially  on control processes .[ 3 ]

Nonetheless, the main problem with this approach

is that there is no systematic procedure for a

design of fuzzy controller. However, a neural

network system has the ability to learn its structure

from the input–output sets and adapt itself in an

interactive manner. So, many researchers were

proposed the usage of the ANFIS, consisted of the

combination of the ANN and the fuzzy logic, to

organize network structure itself and to adapt the

parameters of fuzzy system to solve many

engineering problems such as the estimating a

controlled reservoir water level.

Tamari and Wosten . gave a review on ANN[29]

and their application in predicting soil hydraulic

properties. Most researchers have found that ANN

performs better than multiple regressions . tested[2]

several published PTFs and developed two neural

network algorithms using multilayer perceptron and

general regression neural networks based on a set

of 170 soil samples for predicting of Cation

exchange capacity in central Iran. They found that

the neural network-based models provided more

reliable predictions than the regression-based PTFs .[21]

claimed that an advantage of using the neural

network approach is that no relationships need to

be assumed beforehand . used ANNs for predicting[27]

of some soil hydraulic properties. They also

confirmed applicability of ANNs and concluded that

accuracy of these models depend on number of

inputs . used expert systems and neural networks[9]

as an alternative paradigm to mathematical process-

based erosion modeling for South Downs in Sussex,

England. Ralf Wieland and Wilfried Mirschel (2008)

a feed forward neural network (NN), a radial basis

function network (RBF) and a trained fuzzy

algorithm compared for regional yield estimation of

agricultural crops (winter rye, winter barley). As

training pattern a data set from a training region

(Maerkisch-Oderland district, Germany) and as test

pattern a data set from a three times larger region

were used. They discussed specific advantages and

disadvantages of these methods for the estimation of

yield . demonstrated that fuzzy classification[4 ]

produced a superior number of available areas for

agriculture compared to conventional Boolean

classification . showed the potential of fuzzy set[20]

theory in soil science, such as mapping and

numeric classification, landuse evaluation, modeling

and simulation of physical processes . used fuzzy[7 ,1]

logic for evaluating environmental impacts .[2 1 ]

presented a fuzzy exploratory model for the

prediction of soil erosion hazards . evaluated and[26]

predicted the performance of slow sand filters using

fuzzy rule-based modeling . used uncertainty to[23]

evaluate water supply . applied fuzzy c-means[8]

algorithm and nonlinear mapping methodology on

Styrian soils considering geological formations, and

implied the success of this algorithm in the

accounted problems . utilized neuro-fuzzy classifier[24]

for unsupervised clustering and classification of soil

rofiles using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

imagery. Results of their study indicated that,

neuro-fuzzy classification technique is capable of

accurate real-time soil profile clustering . analyzed[1]

hyperspectral data obtained from delineated soil

patterns through different models including the linear

mixture model, block-kriging interpolation, and

fuzzy-cmeans (FCM) algorithm.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the

general applicability of neuro-fuzzy, artificial neural

network and multivariate regression in estimating

run off and splash and introduce the best model

for predicting of these parameters and finally,

discuss about advantage and disadvantage of each

model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection: The site of sampling was in

Sarcham village in Zanjan province that was located

on downstream of Zanjanrood. Sampling was

conducted on 15 centimeter of the soil surface with

clay texture taken from one of the unstable slopes

of marl hills with approximately 30 meter height

and 30 percent angle in 2008.

Rainfall Simulation: Since the objective of this

study was to investigation of role of geotextiles in

reducing runoff and splash due to water erosion of

unstable area located on steep slopes of some

watershed overhang to big water reservoirs in Iran,

so Marls that was sensitive to erosion in virulent

area of Sepidrood watershed selected. After

transportation of soil sample to laboratory the

experiments was conducted at air-dried soil that was

passed through an 4.75-mm sieve. Soil texture,

determined by the hydrometer method, was 49%

clay, 32% silt and 19% sand. Organic mater was

nondeductible, saturated paste pH 7.8, saturated

epaste electrical conductivity (EC ) 17.18 mmho cm ,-1

Na adsorption ratio (SAR) 9.85 and cation exchange

capacity (CEC) 14.2 meq 100 gr soil . Water used-1

for rainfall simulation experiments had electrical

conductivity of   1.4 dS m , pH 8 and sodium-1

adsorption ratio of 2.2.
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Protective treatments were consisted of: soil
without cover (control) and five geotextiles with
regular grid network of synthetic fibers of
systematically arranged square apertures with
diameters of 5.5, 3, 1.5, 1 and 0.5 cm. this
geotextile are composed of woven layers of non-
biodegradable geosynthetic materials such as
polypropylene fabric. Woven geotextile are used on
disturbed soil areas where high strength materials
are needed to endure abrasive forces through the
life of a project. Before each run (24 hours after
complete saturation of soil) geotextile was installed
on soil surface with U shape steel pins to provide
complete contact with the soil surface Fig 1.

Fig. 1: (a) Five geotextiles used in this study, (b)
installation of one of the geotextiles with
steel pins.

For each of experiments approximately 100 Kg
of soil sample was packed in the 1×1 meter tilting
flume’s tray (adjustable between 0 to 50 percent
slopes) and leveled manually and investigated with
a rainfall simulator with oscillating nozzle Fig 2.
Uniformity of rainfall, size of drop diameter and
determination of different rain intensities with
necessary variation in angle of nozzle rotation has
accomplished. After leveling of soil surface with the
ledge of basin of flume and saturation of soil with
a plastic pipe that was lied in the bottom of basin
of flume, the action of rainfall simulation in
different rain intensities (25, 50 and 75 mm h )-1

and different slopes (15, 20, 25 and 30 %) has
done with electronic control system for all
treatments and lasted for 60 minutes after starting
of runoff generation. Run off water and percolation
water was measured for each run. Splash of soil
particles was measured for each run after drying
the samples in the oven with temperature of 105
degree centigrade after 24 hour as well.

Multivariate Regression: The most common method
used in estimation of soil hydraulic properties is to
employ multiple linear regressions. For example:

1 2 3Y =aX  + bX  +cX  +....
Where Y is depended variable, Xn is in

depended variable and a,b, …. are coefficients. 

Fig. 2: The Research Institute of Forests and

Rangelands of Iran (IRIFR) tilting flume

and simulated rainfall facility consisting of:

(a) steel frame with oscillating nozzle and

tilting flume, (b) water container and water

pump, (c) electronic control system

Artificial Neural Network: Modern artificial-

intelligence (AI) and machine-learning techniques,

such as neural networks and decision trees, have

been widely employed recently as an alternative to

traditional methods used in classification of large

amounts of data. Among the more common AI

techniques, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are

computational systems that make use of some of

the organizational principles present in biological

nervous systems . ANNs are basically pattern[6]

recognition devices . in  w hich the basic[ 6 , 2 8 ]

computational element is known as the neuron or

node. The neuron processes data in two stages.

First, incoming messages are aggregated by an

internal activation function. Then, output from the

internal activation function is sent to a transfer

function, which determines whether or not the

neuron will send an output message. Multiple

neurons are connected together in layers. These

layers are set up to receive input information (the

input layer), process the data through one or more

hidden layers, and produce a corresponding output

pattern (through the output layer). ANNs have high

processing speeds, robustness, and generalization

capabilities, and are able to deal with high

dimensional data spaces. The capabilities of ANNs

for non-linear function  approx imation ,  da ta

classification, non-parametric regression and non-

linear decision making are crucial in applications

such as multi spectral image processing, when there

is  no  a  p r io r i  know ledge  regard ing  da ta

distributions.
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Many ANNs structures have been proposed and

tested since the 1950s. The most widely employed

structures include multilayer, feed-forward neural

networks (MFNNs), also known as the back-

propagation algorithm (BPA) . self-organizing[2 5 ]

feature maps (SOFM) . and counter-propagation[17]

networks (CPNs) . The ability to learn is one of[10]

the most important characteristics of ANN models.

Despite differences in detailed structures and the

number of layers among ANN models, ANN

models perform two basic functions: (i) a learning

process that classifies inputs to hidden layers, and

(ii) an optimization process that maps the classified

inputs to outputs. In this study, the training process

w as performed by the commercial package

MATLAB, which includes a number of training

algorithms including the back propagation training

algorithm. This is a gradient descent algorithm that

has been used successfully and extensively in

training feed forward neural networks Fig 3. 

Fig. 3: Structure of feed-forward ANN.

Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS):

Fuzzy inference system is a rule based system

consists of three conceptual components. These are:

(1) a rule base, contains fuzzy if–then rules, (2) a

database, defines the membership function and (3)

an inference system, combines the fuzzy rules and

produces the system results. First phase of fuzzy

logic modeling is the determination of membership

functions of input–output variables, second is the

construction of fuzzy rules and the last is the

determination of output characteristics, output

membership function and system results. To

de te rm ine  the  m embersh ip  func tion of the

input–output variables, two methods, named as

backward propagation algorithm and hybrid-learning

algorithm, provide learning of the ANFIS and

construction of the rules, are used. A general

structure of fuzzy system is demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: The general structure of the fuzzy inference

system.

The ANFIS is a multilayer feed-forward

network uses ANN learning algorithms and fuzzy

reasoning to characterize an input space to an

output space. It has been shown to be powerful in

modeling numerous processes such as wind speed

time series and real-time reservoir operation. ANFIS

possesses properties such as capability of learning,

constructing, expensing and classifying. It has the

advantage of allowing the extraction of fuzzy rules

from numerical data or expert knowledge and

adaptively constructs a rule base. Moreover, it can

adapt the complicated conversion of human

intelligence to fuzzy systems. The main difficulty of

the ANFIS predicting model is the time required

for training structure and determining parameters. In

this study, the ANFIS method consisting of the

combination of the artificial neural networks and

fuzzy logic approach has been used to estimate the

River flow. ANFIS uses the learning ability of the

ANN to define the input–output relationship and

construct the fuzzy rules by determining the input

structure. The system results were obtained by

thinking and reasoning capability of the fuzzy logic.

The hybrid-learning algorithm and subtractive

function were used to determine the input structure.

The detailed algorithm and mathematical background

of the hybrid-learning algorithm can be obtained

from the research of Jang et al, 1993. The

consequence parameter in Sugeno inference system

is a linear equation or constant coefficient. The

linear equation is called “zero-order Sugeno

inference system” and the constant type is called

“first-order Sugeno inference system”. For simplicity,

it was assumed that the fuzzy inference system had

two inputs, x and y, and one output, z . The[19 ,12 ,135]

structure of this fuzzy inference system is shown in

Fig. 5. For the first-order Sugeno inference system,

typical two rules can be expressed:

1 1 1 1 1 1Rule 1: If x is A , y is B  then f  =P x+q y+r

2 2 2 2 2 1q y+r + Rule 2: If x is A , y is B  then f  = P x
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The resulting Sugeno fuzzy reasoning system is

shown in Fig. 5. Here, the output z is the

weighted average of the individual rules outputs and

is itself a crisp value. The corresponding ANFIS

architecture is shown in Fig. 4. Nodes at the same

layer have similar functions. The output of the ith

node in layer l is denoted as Ol,i.

Fig. 5: Equivalent ANFIS architecture.

Evaluation Criteria: Accuracy of the regression

equations for derivation of PTFs was evaluated

using R , RSE and RMSE between the measured2

and predicted values and expressed as:

            (1)

            (2)

� �Z  is observed value, Z  is predicted value, n is

number of samples.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Data summary of test and train are presented

in Table.1 and 2. Data subdivided in two sets:

20% of the data for testing and the remaining 80%

of the data were used for training.

Table 1: Statistics of the training and test data sets of run off.

Cover (%) Slope Rain Intensity Run Off

Training set M in 0.00 15.00 25.00 18.80

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ax 55.00 30.00 75.00 74.12

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ean 27.02 22.32 50.00 44.38

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Std 19.22 5.64 20.78 19.80

Test set M in 0.00 15.00 25.00 20.50

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ax 55.00 30.00 75.00 72.47

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ean 29.94 23.13 50.00 43.97

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Std 19.07 5.74 20.41 19.05

Table 2: Statistics of the training and test data sets of splash.

Cover (%) Slope Rain Intensity Splash

Training set M in 0.00 15.00 25.00 2.08

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ax 55.00 30.00 75.00 49.67

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ean 24.80 22.32 49.55 18.58

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Std 18.34 5.80 20.50 11.91

Test set M in 0.00 15.00 25.00 3.06

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ax 55.00 30.00 75.00 37.57

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M ean 37.69 23.13 51.56 13.03

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Std 18.83 5.12 21.35 9.35
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As shown in above tables, percentage of land

with geotextiles, slope of rainfall simulator and rain

intensity were input data for prediction of run off

and splash. Training was conducted by artificial

neural network for 80% of data. Then, with test set

of data evaluate performance of each neuron for

achieving the best model. The RMSE of the

different neurons in hidden layer is plotted in

Figure 6 and 7. These figures illustrated that the

best model obtained with 8 neurons for both of

parameters. RMSE and RSE as criteria evaluation

have been obtained 0.16 and 0.004 for run off and

0.79 and 0.061 for splash.

Multi regression was computed for two trained

data set by MINITAB software. These equations

were expressed as:

    (3)

    (4)

A fter  de term ining  of  these  equa tions ,

performance of multivariate regression was developed

for test data set. RMSE and RSE have been

obtained 0.99 and 0.02 for run off and 5.46 and

0.42 for splash.

Fig. 6: RMSE value for 2-10 neurons (Splash).

Fig. 7: RMSE value for 2-10 neurons (Run off).

Results showed that artificial neural network

with 8 neurons in hidden layer had better

performance in predicting both properties (Run off

and Splash) than multivariate regression which is in

line with the work done by . found that the[2 ,29 ,22 ,27 ,2]

neural network-based models provided more reliable

predictions than the regression-based PTFs .[2 7 ]

confirmed applicability of ANNs and concluded that

accuracy of these models depend on number of

inputs . found that ANN performed slightly better,[16]

but the differences were not significant. The

network models for two parameters were more

suitable for capturing the non-linearity of the

re la tionship  between variables. O ne of the

advantages of neural networks compared to

traditional regression PTFs is that they do not

require a priori regression model, which relates

input and output data and in general is difficult
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because these models are not known . The[27 ]

artificial neural networks are often used as a black

box. This is dangerous, because the network will in

any case produce a result, but the reliability is not

ensured.

In the main, each fuzzy system consists of

three main sections, Fuzzifier, Fuzzy data base and

Defuzzifier. At first, input information is made as

fuzzy data after bypassing the fuzzifier section. This

operation is done by membership functions, in

which the precise amount value becomes as fuzzy

values by membership functions. Later then, fuzzy

parameters are entered to the fuzzy data base.

Fuzzy data base includes two main sections, Fuzzy

rule base, and inference engine. In fuzzy rule base,

rules related to fuzzy propositions are described.

Thereafter analysis operation is applied by fuzzy

inference engine. There are several fuzzy inference

engines which can be utilized for this purpose,

which Sugeno and Mamdani are of the most

important ones. At this stage, we compute neuro-

fuzzy model for predicting mentioned parameters.

The best structure of Neuro-fuzzy model obtained

a c co rd in g  to  le s s  R M S E  a n d  R S E .  T h e

characteristic and structure of these models showed

in Table. 3 and 4.

Result of ANFIS, ANN and MR showed in

Table.5 and 6. As this table demonstrates ANFIS

had the accurate for predicting the both parameters.

The value of RMSE and RSE for estimation of run

off was 0.14 and 0.002 and 0.68 and 0.059 for

predicting of splash.

Comparing the three estimation models, it can

be seen that the values of the RSE and RMSE of

the ANFIS model is much lower than ANN and

MR model. It appears that the RSE of the ANFIS

model is lower compared to the ANN and the MR

during testing. The RMSE value of the ANFIS

model is also lower than ANN model and MR. It

may be noted that a trial and error procedure has

to be performed for ANN model to develop the

best network structure, while such a procedure is

not required in developing an ANFIS model.

Moreover, in the current study, the ANFIS model

was trained by using just 150 epochs, while the

ANN model took 1000 epochs. The results suggest

that the ANFIS method is superior to the ANN

method in the modeling and forecasting of run off

and splash.

The scatter plots of the measured against

predicted run off and splash for the test data set

are given in Figures 8  and 9  for the ANFIS

model, which we identified as being the best model

for predicting soil parameters. As these figures

showed that ANFIS model predicted mentioned

Table 3: M odel structures for estimation of the Run off

5 Number of M fs

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

150 Epoch

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gbell Mf Type

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Back propegation Optimum M ethod

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

W taver Defuzz M ethod

Table 4: M odel structure for estimation of the Splsh

3 Number of M fs

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

150 Epoch

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

trimf M f Type

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Back propegation Optimum M ethod

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Constant Defuzz M ethod

Table 5: Comparison among different models for predicting Run off

RSE RM SE

0.002 0.14 ANFIS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.004 0.16 ANN

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.02 0.99 M R
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Table 6: Comparison among different models for predicting Splash

RSE RM SE

0.059 0.68 ANFIS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.061 0.79 ANN

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.42 5.46 M R

properties with very high accuracy which this point

demonstrate applicability and performance of

ANFIS and fuzzy logic for prediction of  hydraulic

properties with high accurate. Other researchers

including, Ralf Wieland and . confirmed[30 ,4 ,20 ,7 ,15 ,21 ,24]

this performance.

The application of artificial neural networks and

fuzzy systems to real problems should be done with

care. A good software basis with an integrated

graph ica l ana lys is  can  r e lax  the  s i tua tion

significantly. There still remain, however, many

traps for the modeler.

For example, the commonly used technique of cross

validation is sometimes not potent enough. A better

way could be the regularization of artificial neural

networks, as discussed Ralf W ieland and .[3 0 ]

However, different training algorithms can also

produce different results. Additionally, the input data

for a realistic yield estimation model have to

include more input variables, such as the weather

conditions or other agricultural management

activities. This leads to a bigger system with more

complicated models.

Fig. 8: The scatter plot of the measured versus predicted Splash.

Fig. 9: The scatter plot of the measured versus predicted Run off.
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Conclusion: At present research, we compare
applicability and accuracy of three models for
prediction of run off water and splash of soil
particles. Results revealed that the neuro-fuzzy
model gives better estimates than the other
techniques. After neuro-fuzzy model, artificial neural
network had better accuracy than multivariate
regression for prediction of run off water and
splash of soil particles. It is founded that ANFIS
and ANNs had high accuracy for prediction of
mentioned parameters but the application of artificial
neural networks and fuzzy systems to real problems
should be done with care. A good software basis
with an integrated graphical analysis can relax the
situation significantly. There still remain, however,
many traps for the modeler.
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